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1 Order  

1.1 Order in Pair-Merge 

(1)  But it is an empirical fact that there is also an asymmetric operation of adjunction,which takes 

two objects β and α and forms the ordered pair <α, β>, α adjoined to β.   

   (Chomsky (2004: 117)) 

(2) a.  We can implement the observation by taking b to be in fact set-merged in the standard way; 

adjunction then applies to replace β by <α, β>, where the information that β is set-merged is 

captured by the asymmetry (it is part of the interpretation of the pair).   

   (ibid.: 118, underline added) 

 b.  What about Condition (C) at SEM? When X c-commands <α, β>, does it also c-command α 

and β? β was introduced by set Merge, and before α was adjoined to it, X c-commanded β. 

But the central property of adjunction is that adjunction of α to β does not change the 

properties of β. (ibid., underline added) 

(3)  Hayashi (2022): Without labels, pair-merged structures can be interpreted at the interfaces. 

  <α {the man} {that likes Mary}> (α=??) 

(4)  For pair-Merge, “order” means a syntactic one. 

 

1.2 Order in Form Sequence (FSQ) and Respectively 

(5)   The order is crucial as we can see by adding respectively or other linguistic devices (“in that 

order,” etc.). (Chomsky (2021: 31), emphasis in original) 

(6) a.  John and Harry are Polish and Irish respectively. (McCawley (1968: 147)) 

 b.  John and Harry like the play and are disappointed by it respectively. (ibid., underline added) 

 c. *John and Harry likes the play and is disappointed by it respectively.  (ibid.) 

(7) a.  John and Harry love their wives. (ibid.: 162) 

 b.  John and Harry love their respective wives. (ibid.: 162) 

(8)  The scissors are respectively sharp and blunt. (ibid.: 164) 

(9)  [T]he class of representations which functions as input to the respectively transformation 

involves not merely set indices but also quantifiers and thus consists of what one would 

normally be more inclined to call semantic representations than syntactic representations.

 (ibid.: 165, underline added) 

 

*本研究は JSPS 科研費 21K19987 の助成を受けています。 
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(10) a. *The woman and the men smokes and drinks respectively.  

    (Pullum and Gatzdar (1982: 483)) 

 b. *The woman and the men smokes and drink respectively. (ibid.) 

 c. *The woman and the men smoke and drinks respectively. (ibid.) 

 d. The woman and the men smoke and drink respectively. (uncertain but conceivably acceptable) 

   (ibid.) 

(11)  The people you have indicated are all New York residents except for the last two. They live 

in Chicago and Columbus respectively. (ibid.) 

(12)  de Cornulier (1973): metalinguistic meaning: “each in the order in which I cite them.” 

(13)  (6), (10): Respectively does not only require a cross dependency but also plural agreement in 

each verb. 

  (7b): no syntactic cross dependency. 

  (8): Respectively requires semantic plurality for the subject. 

  (11): Respectively can refer to the order given by a nonlinguistic context. 

  →Respectively offers a semantic/pragmatic order. Syntax cannot deal with it. 

  →There is no linear order in syntax. The interpretation comes from a kind of coercion. 

   (cf. Fukui (2015), Tanaka et al. (2019), and Hayashi (2022: 136-139)) 

(14)  The interpretation is not sequential. The interpretation becomes sequential only when the 

subjects and the verb phrases have the same number of the conjuncts and the phrase like 

respectively is added. [...] That’s a discourse property. It’s not part of I-language. 

    (cf. Chomsky (2022; 1:00:11)) 

 

2. Adjunct 

2.1 Definition of FSQ 

(15)  Generation of these structures first selects X1, ..., Xm from WS, forming Y = {X1, ..., Xm}, 

freely using the core operation of set-formation already discussed. Merging of & and FSQ 

yields <&, X1, ..., Xm>, where the Xi’s exhaust the elements of Y. The two operations yield, 

for example, ([17]a) and then, optionally, ([17]b). 

   (Chomsky (2021: 31-32), underline added) 

(16)  {X1, ..., Xm}→{& {X1, ..., Xm}}→<&, X1, ..., Xm> 

(17) a. John lived on a farm with his family. (ibid.: 32) 

 b.  John lived on a farm and with his family. (ibid.) 

(18)  the two operations=Form Set and FSQ or merging of & and FSQ? 

(19) a. [Extraction from (17a) is] marginal, except as the stepping stones to sequences. (ibid.) 

 b. There are matching conditions for both the set and the sequence, but they are much more 

stringent for the sequence, [...] (ibid.) 

https://sandiway.arizona.edu/oishi/2022-04-02%2006-23-59.mp4
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(20)  Now the coordinator, as indicated there, is optional. If it’s present, externalization gets it to 

show up in one place or another. Typically, before the Xn. If it's missing, the Form Sequence 

operation produces sequences that are rather like a list as a contrast between these two.  

   (Chomsky (2020; 1:08:55), underline added) 

(21) a.  John lives [near the border] [next to a farm] [with his family] (ibid.; 1:09:27) 

 b.  John lives [near the border], [next to a farm], and [with his family] (ibid.) 

(22) a.  Does FSQ apply to (17a) and (21a)? (20): yes, (15): no(?) (cf. (19)) 

 b.  For (15), why can’t we stop where the operation forms Y = {X1, ..., Xm}? In other words, why 

is binarity required in usual cases? 

 c.  For (15), i. does FSQ have to follow if “&” merges with the structure? ii. can FSQ apply 

without merging “&”? (cf. (23) and (25)) 

 

2.2 FSQ and Pair-Merge 

(23)  Note that a two-membered sequence is a pair, so it can have an interpretation as asymmetric 

Pair-Merge, an operation that seems appropriate for many circumstances. 

   (Chomsky (2021: 35)) 

(24)  The italicized phrase To X might be in a separate dimension, pair-merged to seem.  

   (ibid.,fn. 56 deleted) 

(25)  city in Texas = x is a city and x is in Texas  (Predicate Modification, a.k.a. Conjunctive 

composition) (Heim and Kratzer (1998: 66), see also Bošković (2020)) 

(26)  Which deduces the effect of (25), FSQ or &? 

(27)  tantative assumption (cf. (16)) 

  Form Set+&+FSQ: sequence (pair-Merge) 

  Form Set: list 

(28)  A possible answer for (22b): labeling/selectional/theta-assigning problem in a “flat” structure. 

  Merging & (and applying FSQ) is necessary. 

(29) a. *{John, T, likes, Mary} 

 b. *{John Mary} likes {Susan Bob}. 

(30) a. [α Conj [β Z W]] (Chomsky (2013: 46)) 

 b. [γ Z [α Conj [β Z W]]] (ibid.) 

 

2.3 Relative Clauses 

(31) a.  Which claim that John was asleep was he willing to discuss? (Chomsky (1995: 204)) 

 b.  Which claim that John made was he willing to discuss? (ibid.) 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4F9NSVVVuw&t=4134s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4F9NSVVVuw&t=4167s
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(32) a.  [[which [claim [that John was asleep]]] [was he willing to discuss [which [claim [that John 

was asleep]]]]] 

 b.  [[which [claim [that John made]]] was he willing to discuss [which claim]] (late Merge) 

(33)  {{which claim} {that John made}} {was he willing to discuss <{which claim} {that John 

made}>} (pair-Merge) 

(34) a.  Kim [recognized the man who took her wallet]i, and so did ei Sandy.   

   (adapted from Arnold (2007: 275)) 

 b.  Kim [recognized the man]i, who took her wallet, and so did ei Sandy. (adapted from ibid.)) 

(35) a.  Tom has [a violin which once belonged to Heifetz]i, and Jane has onei too. 

 (McCawley (1998: 420)) 

 b.  Tom has [a violin]i, which once belonged to Heifetz, and Jane has onei too.

 (ibid.) 

(36) a.  [Every boy]i saw a man who/that hates himi. (Szczegielniak (2005: 28)) 

 b. *[Every boy]i saw Roger, who hates himi. (ibid.) 

(37) a.  I didn’t see a man who had had any drinks. (Jackendoff (1977: 176)) 

 b.  I didn’t see Bill, who had had some/*any drinks. (ibid.) 

 

2.3.1 Restrictive Relative Clauses (RRC) 

(38) a.  {{he {discuss {& {{which claim}, {that John made which claim}}}}}} 

 b.  {{he {discuss <{& {{which claim}, {that John made which claim}}}>}}} 

 c.  {{<{& {{which claim}, {that John made which claim}}}> {C ... {he {discuss <{& {{which 

claim}, {that John made which claim}}}>}}}}} 

(39)  To block the reconstruction of the RRC, order in the sense of Chomsky (2004) is necessary. 

 ☺: (24) suggests a separate plane in the current system. If we assume the second member merges 

at a separate plane, which claim can reconstruct (in the primary plane) alone. Moreover, if 

adjunction involves coordination (cf. (25)), such reconstruction does not violate the 

coordinate structure constraint at the thought system (the original matching structure remains 

after reconstruction). 

(40) a. {{X...{X and Y}}} 

 b. {{{X and Y}...X}} 

(41)  Another possible(?) solution: reincarnating late-Merge (cf. pair-Merge as replacing: (2a)) 

 a.  {{which claim} was he willing to discuss {which claim}, {that John made which claim}} 

    (RRC is still not merged with the head) 

 b.  {{<{which claim}, that John made which claim> was he willing to discuss {which claim}}} 

  (replacing NP with NP+RRC (FSQ directly creates the structure)) 
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(42) ☺: The total number of accessible elements does not increase (RRC is in a separate plane). 

 : Problem of the search domain 

(43)  Given SMT, the first step searches the WS and selects its member. The second step has two 

options: searching into the selected member or returning to the WS. The former yields IM, 

and the latter EM. (Kitahara (2022: 2)) 

(44)  {a, {b {c, d}}, e, f...} 

  i. Search sees the WS, locating a and {b {c, d}}, e, f (...). Taking a and {b {c, d}} yields external 

Merge.  

  ii. Search sees the WS, locating a and {b {c, d}}, e, f (...), and takes {b {c, d}} this time. Then, 

Search looks into {b {c, d}}, locating b (or c or d), which yields internal Merge. 

(45) a.  The first search sees and takes the outermost item(s) in the WS. 

 b.  The second search takes any item inside the object that the first search takes. 

 b´. The second search sees and takes any item in the WS (since the first search looks into the 

entire WS). 

(46)  Another way of reasoning: FSQ is different from structure-building operation Merge in that 

it applies counter-cyclically. Thus, the search for FSQ (by definition) takes the form of (45b´). 

(47) a. coordination: two members are visible (because of Full Interpretation) 

  {V <NP and NP>} 

 b. RC: CP is invisible 

  {V <NP and CP>} 

 

2.3.2 Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses (NRC) 

(48)  Hayashi (2022): NRC in an intersecting set 

  WS = {{C {EA {T {V, IA}}}}, NRC} 

  MERGE(EA, NRC, WS) → = ({{C {EA {T {V, IA}}}}}) 

                              NRC 

(49) ☺: The total number of accessible elements does not change. 

 : Problem of the search domain 

(50)  (45b´) allows (48) but (45b) not. 

(51)  [...] it [evolution] could have chosen a stronger notion of univocality: copies must have the θ-

role. That choice would have eliminated control (at least as a system enabled by SMT).  

    (Chomsky (2021: 22), note 32) 
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(52)  Alternative derivation 1 (only with cyclic operations) 

  John, who is an imposter, likes Mary. 

 a.  {{C John likes Mary}, {who is an imposter}} (WS includes the matrix clause and NRC) 

 b. {{{C John likes Mary} {who is an imposter}}} (NRC merges with the matrix clause) 

 c. {<{& {C John likes Mary} {who is an imposter}}}>} (Sequence is formed) 

 d. {<{& {C Johni likes Mary} {whoi is an imposter}}}>} 

(“indexing” (possibly by referentiality of wh or Form Copy) for the head-NRC relation) 

 ☺: This analysis inherits the intuition of Demirdache (1991) and del Gobbo (2003) (and Ross 

(1967), inter alia). 

(53) a.  Lisa, who is my friend, is late. 

 b.  [CP [IP [DP Lisai [CP whoi ti is my frinend]] [VP is late]]] (surface structure) 

 c.  [CP [CP [IP [DP Lisai tj] [VP is late]]] [CP whoi ti is my frinend]j] (LF structure) 

    (Demirdache (1991: 111)) 

(54)  Transform an appositive clause into a matrix clause under a T node. (del Gobbo (2003: 82)) 

(55)  Demirdache & del Gobbo: surface structure→LF movement→LF structure 

  (52): C-I/thought configuration→externalization rule→externalized structure 

(56)  In <α, β>, β and adjunct, is spelled out where α is. (adapted from Chomsky (2004: 119)) 

(57) a.  These men, who Mary had been insulting, appeared at the door.  (Emonds (1979: 234)) 

 b. *These men appeared at the door, who Mary had been insulting.  (ibid.) 

(58)  Although de Vries (2002) regards adjacency between an NRC and its head as the syntactic 

one, the strict adjacency can be captured by the externalization rule. 

(59)  Alternative derivation 2 (only with cyclic operations) 

  John, who is an imposter, likes Mary. 

 a.  {{C John likes Mary}, {who is an imposter}} (WS includes the matrix clause and NRC) 

 b´. {{{C John likes Mary}, John}, {who is an imposter}} 

    (The head merges with the matrix clause) 

 c´. {<{& {{C John likes Mary}, John}}>, {who is an imposter}} (Sequence is formed) 

 d´. {{<{& {{C John likes Mary}, John}}>, {who is an imposter}}} 

    (NRC merges with the sequence) 

 e´. {<{& {<{& {{C John likes Mary}, John}}>, {who is an imposter}}}>} 

    (Sequence is formed) 

  =(Johni likes Mary & Johni) & who is an imposter 

  =(Johni likes Mary & who is an imposter) & (Johni & who is an imposter) 

           LF structure in (53)             head-NRC relation in (53) 

 g´. {<{& {said {<{& {{C John likes Mary}, John}}}>, {who is an imposter}}}>} 

         externalized primary plane        externalized with the head in the primary plane 
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(60)  The lion, the panthera leo, is threatened with extinction.  

   (Heringa (2011: 26), original in Dutch) 

 

3. Coordination 

(61) a. Which farm did John live on [1 which farm] near [2 which farm] (Chomsky (2021: 32)) 

 b. Which farm did John live on [1 which farm] and near [2 which farm] (ibid.) 

(62)  In [(61b)], deletion of both is less acceptable, perhaps ungrammatical. (ibid.) 

(63)  There are matching conditions for both the set and the sequence, but they are much more 

stringent for the sequence, [...] (ibid.) 

(64) a.  What did Harry go to the store and buy? (Lakoff (1986: 152)) 

 b.  This is the kind of brandy that you can sip after dinner, watch TV for a while, sip some more 

of, work a bit, finish off, go to bed, and still feel fine in the morning. (ibid.: 153) 

(65)  linear coordination vs. true coordination (Postal (1998)) 

  →linear coordination (sequence of events) allows extraction. 

(66)  The coordinate structure constraint is a pragmatic constraint. 

   (Kubota and Lee (2015) and references therein) 

(67) a. Whati did John drive Mary crazy [whistling ti]? (Truswell (2011: 30)) 

 b. *What does John work [whistling ti]? (ibid.) 

(68)  The Single Event Grouping Condition  (Truswell (2011: 157), emphasis in original) 

  An instance of wh-movement is legitimate only if the minimal constituent containing the head 

and the foot of the chain can be construed as describing a single event grouping. 

(69)  The condition of extraction from coordination (and adjunction) is a pragmatic one. 
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